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Spin-Lattice Relaxation at Zero Magnetic Field. I. Phenomenological Theory
of Relaxation among Hyperfine Levels*
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Spin-lattice relaxation at zero external magnetic field is studied for the Kramers ions Nd3'

and Er in both lanthanum trichloride, LaC13, and lanthanum ethyl sulphate, La(C2H5SO4)3.
9H&O, in the 1-15-K temperature range. Employing a phenomenological theory which treats
the crystal lattice-ion interaction as the first term in a Taylor-series expansion of the crys-
tal field potential, we find a negligible direct- (one-phonon) process transition probability
proportional to T, a Raman-process transition probability proportional to T~, and a resonance
Raman-(Orbach-) process transition probability proportional to e ~ ~ . . The multilevel zero-
field problem is solved using matrix techniques. It is found that some levels return to equi-
librium in an almost-single-exponential fashion, while others can be discussed in terms of a
sum of up to seven exponentials. Both long- and short-pulse experiments are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Zero-field paramagnetic resonance is a promis-
ing technique for high-resolution study of low-ly-
ing and optically excited energy levels of many
paramagnetic ions and molecules in crystals. '

In connection with experimental studies underway
on spin-lattice relaxation at zero field, we con-
sider here relaxation of a system of hyperfine lev-
els at zero external magnetic field. Spin-lattice
relaxation of ions with hyperfine structure has been
of special interest in connection with electron-
nuclear -double-resonance (ENDOR) experiments,
dynamic nuclear orientations, ' and electron-
paramagnetic -electron-paramagnetic -double-reso-
nance experiments. An immense amount of work
has been published on spin-lattice relaxation in
electron paramagnetic resonance and nuclear mag-
netic resonance. ' ' While qualitative details ap-
pear to be understood, numerical agreement with
experixnent leaves much to be desired in many
instances. It is our hope that studies of relaxation
at zero magnetic field will contribute to the de-
velopment of this theory in general, as well as
elucidate particular features of the unique zero-
field situation.

The phenomenological theory due mainly to
Grbach' provides the basis for most work done on
paramagnetic relaxation of rare-earth ions in sol-
ids. As a first step in understanding zero-field
relaxation, we have adapted this theory to the
hyperfine levels of four systems: LaCls.' Nd ',
LaES:Nd ', Labels.'Er ', and LaES: Er', where
LaES stands for La(CIH, SO4)~ 9HqO. We believe
a phenomenological theory will account for the
qualitative features of zero-field-relaxation mea-
surements in these systems. In the near future
we will present a more rigorous theory of spin-
lattice relaxation at zero field based on more

formal solutions of the Liouville equation for the
ion-lattice density matrix. Zero-field paramag-
netic relaxation for a Kramers electronic ion with
hyperfine structure evidences some interesting
features which we feel are worth noting even though
presented in an approximate or phenomenological
framework. Vile have chosen this vehicle initially
in order to underscore the general nature of the
zero-field-relaxation problem both with regard to
the processes involved and the difficulty of dealing
with multilevel, coupled, relaxing manifolds of
states. These problems will, of course, also be
central to any more sophisticated mechanistic ap-
proach.

In order to make a clean separation between the
various parts of this work so that subsequent the-
ory can readily build on appropriate material in
this paper, we have divided the presentation into
several distinct pa, rts. In Sec. II of this paper we
derive the electronic and hyperfine levels involved.
This is followed in Sec. III by a discussion of math-
ematical techniques used in handling relaxation in
a, many-. level system with degenerate levels. Sec-
tion IV contains a discussion of spin-lattice interac-
tion. In Sec. V transition probabilities for direct,
Raman, and resonance Raman (Orbach) processes
are discussed and presented. We conclude with a
statement of predicted experimental results.

II. ELECTRONIC AND HYPERFINE LEVELS

The ground state of Nd ' is 4f, IQ&2 with the
nearest excited state Ijj& ~ removed by 1800 cm
while Er~' has a ground state 4f ', 'I»&2 and first
excited state I»~z removed by 8000 cm '. There-
fore J; the total electronic angular momentum, is
approximately a good quantum number even in a
nonspherical crystal environment. Within this ap-
proximation [actually $(r) L ~ S» V„) the Hamilto-
nian for the ion in a crystal field may be written
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K= 5 A„"(r")y„O„"(J)+RA,"„,OP (I)
n, m

+ hf ++Qu ad ' (2. 1)

x„=~ 2,„&»Oollml-m&q, "(J)q,"(I)
(2. 3)

The O„and y„are the usual operator equivalents
and proportionality factors (most of the operator
equivalents for n = 2, 4, 6 have been tabulated by
Abragam and Bleaney, the remainder are pre-
sented by Buckmaster ). The first term in (2. 1)
is the usual crystal field term; the second term
represents the crystal field interaction with the
nuclear quadrupole moment (the effect of core po-
larization is included in the constants A,„,); K M is
the usual magnetic hyperfine term; and X,„~ rep-
resents the interaction of the nuclear quadrupole
moment with the unpaired-electron distribution.

In what follows we will make some use of the
transformation properties of the Hamiltonian. The
first two terms in (2. 1) have the same transforma-
tion properties as the crystal field potential; that
is, they transform totally symmetrically under the
site-group operations. The last two terms trans-
form as the representation Qo of the rotation group.
%e write such terms using irreducible spherical
tensor operators Q„". 0„"and Q„" are then related
by

Iml Om ( 1)m qm+ q-m (2. 2)

in which the g™have been tabulated by Scott and
Jeffries. Requiring $C~ and 3C,„~to transform as
scalars'0 (S, of the rotation group), we have

The values of these parameters for the four salts
studied are given in Table I and the resulting elec-
tronic wave functions are listed in Table II. In
crystals of axial, but no higher, symmetry, diago-
nalizing the crystal field Hamiltonian results in
electronic levels which are only doubly degenerate,
as required by Kramers theorem. The eigenfunc-
tions are of the form (anticipating the introduction
of the effective spin formalism)

I+ l"
&

= Oil+~", &+ col+2".+6&+ ca I+~".+ »&
(2. 8)

The superscript g is used to designate different
Kramers doublets. Of course, the axially sym-
metric crystal field potential requires energy lev-
els (for an odd-electron system) to be doubly de-
generate.

Hyperfine states for the electronic ground state,
neglecting admixtures of excited electronic states
through terms (2. 5) and (2. 6), can be described
by an effective zero-field spin Hamiltonian

R = AS, I,+ 2 B(S,I + S I,) + P [I —
~ I(I+ 1)] .

(2. 9)
The spin Hamiltonian parameters are given by

(2. 10a)

(2. 1Ob)

(2. 10c)

Since (2. 9) approximates an "effective electron
nucleus spin-spin coupling, " it is convenient to use
as labels for the hyperfine states eigenvalues of an
effective total angular momentum such that

X,„„=I,'„~ &220OI2m2-m) q,"(J)q,"(I) .
(2. 4)

The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in (2. 3) and (2. 4)
al e easily evaluated:

&11OOI 1m 1 -m& = (-1)"/WS,

&22OOI 2m 2 -m
&

= (-1)"/WS,

leading to the conventional forms

The spin Hamiltonian then factors into block di-
agonal form, each block being either 2x2 or 1x1
and corresponding to an eigenvalue of E, . Hyper-
fine eigenstates are of the form

TABLE I. Crystal field parameters used in the calcu-
lation of electronic wave functions and in estimating the
dynamic crystal field parameters. See Eqs. (2.7) and (4.5).

X„=a(l J) 1

X,„=I,„(ts J,'J(J+ 1)][8I'.- I(I-+1)]

(2. 5)
Ao& 2&

(cm ~)

x'(~')
(cm-')

Ao&r'
&

(cm ')
A6& 6)
(cm ~)

+ —,[(JgJ,+ J,J,) (I,I + I Ig) + (J,J +J J,)

x (I,I,+I,I,)]+ 2 (J,I +J I,) I.
In axial symmetry the crystal field term reduces

to the form (employing conventional operator
equivalents and not irreducible spherical tensors)

K„=A o. &r &0 +A P&r )0 +A y&, r )0
+As&&r'& o6 (2 '7)

LaC13. Nd ' 97.59
LaES Nd' 58 4
LaC13. Er~" 93.89
LaFS:Er~ 118.8

~J. C. Eisenstein, J.
Mixed crystal data.
'J. B. Gruber and R.

1455 (1963).
~J. C. Eisenstein, J.
'J. C. Hill and R. G.

(1966).

-38.67
—68.2
-37.28
—73.9

-44, 44
—42. 7
-26.56
—30.4

443.00
595.0
265.23
375.9

Chem. Phys. 39, 2134 (1963).

Chem. Phys. 39, 2128 (1963).
Wheeler, Phys. Rev. 152, 482

A. Satten, J. Chem. Phys. 39,
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TABLE II. Experimental crystal field splittings and
calculated wave functions for (a) Nd '(4f, Ie/2) in LaCl3
{Ref. 15), (b) Nd ' (4f, IS~2) in LaES [J. B. Grnber and
R. A. Satten, J. Chem. Phys. 39, 1455 (1963)), (c) Ers'
{4f, If5/2) in LaC13 [R. C. Mikkelson and H. J. Staple-
ton, Phys. Rev. 140, A1968 (1965); corrected by G. E.
Stedman and D. J. Newman, J. Chem. Phys. 55, 152
(1971)), and (d) Er {4f, If,/2) in LaES [J. C. Hill and
R. G. Wheeler, Phys. Rev. 152, 482 (1966)].

g E„(cm ')

249.4

244. 4

123.2

115.4

0.0

4 311

3 279

2 154

1 149

Wave functions

(a)

0.9361+ ~) —0.351 IT v)
0 ~ 5581+ v) —0.830 I Tg)
0.830ly 7)+0.5581+ 3)

I+ m&

0.351 I y g) + 0.9361+ 2)

(b)

0.6591y v) —0.7521+ 2)

0.4281+ v) -0.9041+ y)

I+ k&

0.7521+ v)+0. 6591+ I)
0.9041 ' $) + 0.4281+ $)

(c)

I
I" M. &

= a(M.)
I
2MF 2)+ b(MP)

I 2 MB+ 2)
(2. 11a)

degenerate with

I
E —M„)=a(Mp)I —2 —M~+2')+b(M~)I 2 -Mp —a),

(2. 11b)

1 Mp) ~(MF)
I
2™p 2 ) a(MJ|')

I 2 Mp+ 2 )
(2. 11c)

degene rate with

Is —1-M, &=f(M, )I --,' M„-+ ,')-
—a(M )I

—' —M + —') . (2. lid)

Kets on the right-hand side of (2. 11) are of the di-
rect-product form I m z) I mi) = I ma mz). Given that
the electronic angular momentum under considera-
tion is half-odd-integral, if the nuclear spin is
half-odd-integral, we will have two nondegenerate
states corresponding to M~ = 0 and doubly degener-
ate states corresponding to M~ = +1, +2, etc.
Since total (actual) angular momentum would then
be integral, there is no requirement of degeneracy
imposed by time-reversal symmetry. Degeneracy
present is, however, required by axial symmetry
of the system. If the nuclear spin were nonzero
integral (rare-earth nuclei with nonzero integral
spine are highly unstable), our system would have
only doubly degenerate hyperfine levels, as re-
quired by Kramers theorem.

Neodymium has two naturally occurring isotopes
with nonzero spin, Nd and Nd, erbium has one,

'Er; in all cases I= +3. We present calculations
of spin-lattice-relaxation rates for ' Nd' and
6 Er ' in both LaCl3 and LaES. Spin-Hamiltonian

parameters are presented in Table III, hyperfine
states and energy levels in Table IV, and hyper-
fine wave functions in Table V. Figure 1 contains
a, relative energy plot of zero-field hyperfine lev-
els for the four salts under consideration.

229.31

6 181.04

5 141.61

4 113.70

96.52

64. 72

37.91

0.0

304.0

255.2

215.8

172.5

110.1

44.0

0.0

(d)

tli) +0.381y y)+0.341+ P)
P) —0.321' y) —0.821+ ii )

v)+ 0.69 1 y I) + 0.711+ v)
v)+0. 721+ -,')
P) —0.871' q) +0.451+ ii))

$)+0.301' I) —0.411+ v)
v') —0.651 y I)+0.571+ v)

7) -o.eel~ ~6)

0.86I y

0.47 f y

0.10)p

0 ~ 69 I y

0.21t y

0.86) y

0.50f y

0.72I y

0.876ly (11)+0.401ly z)+0.268ly P)
o.vee I ~ g) +0.4311+ —') —o.4391+ p)
0.1031' v) +0.7781' 2) +0.6201T v)
0 6571+ Y)+0. .7541+ f)
0.2011' @—0.8081y ~) +0.5521 T v)
0.8291 ' v) + 0.2771' 2) —0.4861+ v)

0.550 1 y v) —0.5641 y 2)+0.6161y v)

0.754 I y 7) —0.6571+ v)

III. RELAXATION IN A MULTILEVEL SYSTEM WITH
DEGENERATE LEVELS

In order to treat the problem of zero-field para-
magnetic relaxation realistically, it is necessary
to find a concise formalism for calculating time
evolution of a system which has many levels of
non-negligible population. It is convenient to start
with a master (Pauli) equation, which for a system
with nondegenexate levels may be written as

dN) =~(- 8'q ) N) + W~ ) N~) .

Here N, is the population of the ith level of the
paramagnetic ion; transition probabilities 8',

&
are

obtained by averaging over the appropriate lattice
states. The transition probabilities may be cal-
culated from the "golden rule, "

(3 2)

in which P corresponds to a final state of the ion-
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System

LaC13. ~+Nda

W(MBz)
(+ 0)

a(MHz)
40)

1273.07 499.506
(~ 0.30) (+ 0.010)

S (MHz)
(+ 0)

0.26
(+ 0.15)

TA BLE III. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters [see Eq. (2.9)].

N~ )( E) ~E (s. 5)

one state in the ith level to one state in the j th
level, N, is the population of a state in the ith lev-
el, and g, is the degeneracy of that level. Now at
thermal equilibrium, we have

LaE8: Nd 1139.35 595.03
(+ 0.44) (+ 0.05)

1.76
(+ 0.59) so that

Lacl ~ Er" —199 0
(+ O. 9)

LaES: Er" —155 9
(+ 3.0)

911.2
(+ 0.6)

941.1
(+ 3.0)

'Reference 1, zero-field data.
'Reference 3, p. 303ff.

25.S

89.9
(+ 9.0)

W). t gi I~ Et -E~'I
Wt ) g) I, kT j (s. 6)

The computation of transition rates and eigenvalues
of a relaxing system is made easier if we define
a symmetric matrix T proportional to the transition
probability as follows:

(S. Sb)

(S.Sc)
and with one minor exception, either I &fM~I Vl

xf M~) I or I &fM~ I V If ' —M~) I is equal to zero.
If we assume that the system has been prepared
symmetrically, that is, its density matrix is di-
agonal and that, if i and j are degenerate states,
p«= p&&, the above-mentioned properties of the
pertrubation ensure that the system will evolve in
a symmetrical manner. It is therefore possible
to write the master equation for such a system of
degenerate levels as

dg] N, =~ (- Wt ) g) N)+ W) t g) N)) . (S.4)

lattice system, with the ion in state j, and n cor-
responds to an initial state of this system, with the
ion in state i p(.E) is the density of final states.

In the systems under consideration there are both
doubly and singly degenerate levels. Writing these
states in the form (S. 11) with the crystal field
states given in Table II, and f representing E or
E —1, we have

(S.Sa)

E, -El
W) t=gt T~~ exp —— ~T j

)~E] —E~8',.&=g& T exp'

(S.7a)

(S.Vb)

dP—=WP
dt

(S S)

in which P is a vector with components P, and W
is a matrix, called the transition-rate matrix,
given by

Wt) = W~ t (i +j), (S.9a)

For the systems and the temperature range with
which we are concerned, kT» E, -E&, the domi-
nant temperature dependence of the transition rates
appears in the T'~. All T'~ for a given relaxation
mechanism have the same temperature dependence;
thus the eigenvalues of W have very nearly the
temperature dependence of the T'~. We refer to
this dependence as the characteristic or "process"
temperature dependence.

Also for convenience, the population of the ith
level is defined to be P, =g, N, . (We will use P«
to denote the population of the level composed of
l44) and !4 —4) with similar notation for other
subscripted tluantities. ) Etluations (S.4) are cast
into matrix form,

8',
&

now represents the transition probability from W)t= -Z) W) ~= -Z~ W~) . (s. Qb)

TABLE IV. Zero-field hyperfine energy levels (see Sec.
IO. IFMI, ) is degenerate with IE-Mz).

Note that W has negative diagonal elements and
non-negative off-diagonal elements. W itself is

Level
fEMy)

f4+ 4)
f4+ 3)
f4+ 2)
I4 +1)
f4 0}
f30)
f3+1)
f3 + 2)
f3 ~ 3)

LaCls . 14SNd

2229. 69
1702.73
1220.27
838.49
679.44

—1318.58
—1477.10
—1857.33
—2337.19

2006.18
1599.00
1247.12
922.74
898.42

—1483.70
—1576.50
—1820.32
—2154.59

—167.89
1415.42
1621.93
1715.58
1743.23

—1901.42
—1822.23
—1573.96
—1109.76

Energy (MHz)
LaES: Nd LaCls. '"Er LaES '6'Er

356.67
1741.61
1613.35
1509.51
1471.65

—2292. 90
—2150.92
—1715.26
—944. 34

LaCls.
a(M~)

4 1.0
3 0.986

0.956
1 0.880
0 0.707

14SNd

b(M p)

0.0
0.166
0.294
0.475
0.707

LaES: ' Nd

c(M~) b(M~)

1.0
0.977
0.933
0.849
0.707

0.0
0.215
0.360
0.528
0.707

LaC1 167Er
e(M~) b(M, )

1.0
0.593
0.649
0.681
0.707

0.0
0.806
0.760
0.732
0.707

LaES 167Er

a(M p) b(M p)

1.0
0.559
0.632
0.674
0.707

0.0
0.829
0.775
0.739
0.707

TABLE V. Zero-field hyperfine wave functions [see Eq.
(2.11)].
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2000-

1500-

1000-

500-

l4+4&

14+2&

I4+1&
I4o&

l4+3&

l4+2&

I4X1&
l4o&

40&
4tl&
l4+2&
l4+3&

l4+3&
— I4+2&
I4xt &

l4o&

l4+4&

0-
CL
UJ l4+4&

-1000-

-1500—

-2000—

I3o&
I3+1&

I3+2&

l3+3&

l3o&
l3+1&
l3+2&

l3+3&

l3+3&

I3+2&

)3+ I &

130&

I3+3&

I3+2&

l3+ 1&

l3o&

LaCI3. Nd LaES:Nd LOCI3 Er LoES Er

FIG. 1. Hyperfine energy levels of Nds' in LaC13
and LaES and of Er ' in Lacl3 and LaES. The levels
are labeled in the II'Mz} representation.

not symmetric, and it turns out to be more con-
venient to work with the scaled symmetric (re-
daced transition ra-te) matrix -W= U WU . U is a
diagonal matrix such that

The nature of W, t (3.6) assures that we will have
one of the X„say A.&, equal to zero and the re-
maining A. , all greater than zero. U X& then rep-
resents the equilibrium state of the system and C&

the total number of particles in the system. The
population of a level not at equilibrium evolves
toward equilibrium as a sum of exponential de-
cays. The X,. are referred to as relaxation rates
and the A.,

' relaxation times. A system of I. levels
would have L, —1 relaxation times.

The results of these relaxation calculations are
presented as follows. An algebraic formula for
T'~ is derived; from this, W may be computed. In

discussing time evolution of systems, we present
relaxation rates A., and corresponding eigenvec-
tors X, . From (3. 10)-(3.13) it is then possible to
compute observed signal intensities as a function
of time and absolute temperature (vide infra).

IV. ION-LATTICE INTERACTION

We express time-independent ion-lattice interac-
tions, represented by a Hamiltonian X„, in terms
of a series of products of a lattice operator times
an ion operator. Invariably the harmonic approxi-
mation for lattice motion is used. One basic dif-
ficulty with this approach is that operators most
natural for description of ion states (some set of
operator equivalent factors operating on total J and
transforming as spherical harmonics) and opera-
tors most natural for description of lattice vibra-
tions (phonon creation and annihilation operators)
have different transformation properties and are
generally incompatible. Stevens derives the ion-
lattice Hamiltonian as

« -«.efU«=~ exp

U g)
= Mg( exp-1 « -E.ei

(3. 10)

(3. 11)

X„=Z
~

k~ (I/m~-)"'(n-+ n'-) U-(Z)

+ Q
( k[ )

k') (e/2~~-„)"'(I/2~~„-. )"'

in which «„, is any convenient reference energy.
Then we have

W~=(g g~)
t T'~=(UWU )~, (i') . (312)

Equation (3. 1) can then be rewritten to obtain the
time dependence of the "transformed" population
vector,

dUP
=- —=UWU UP=UWP . (3. 13)

Up(0)=Z, c,(0) x, , (3. 14)

the state of the system at any time t is given by

P(t) = U 'Z, C, (O) e-"~' X, . (3. 15)

The state of the system can be represented at any
time as a linear combination of eigenvectors X, of
W. Thus expanding the initial state of our system
as

x (n„-+ n-'„) (n„-, + n-', ,) &- „-,(J) .

This equation is obtained by using a Taylor-series
expansion of the crystal field potential in terms of
displacements of the lattice ions from equilibrium
positions, then transforming to the normal modes
of the lattice. The n„-, n~ are the annihilation and
creation operators for phonons of wave vector k,
frequency ~„-. The U-„, U-„»„, have the dimensions
of crystal-field-operator equivalents.

Spin-lattice-relaxation calculations typically in-
volve two expansions. First, the ion-lattice Ham-
iltonian is expanded in terms of lattice norxnal
modes. Then transition probabilities are com-
puted using the golden rule of time-dependent per-
turbation theory (3. 2), in which the time-evolution
operator is expanded in the usual way. " These ex-
pansions are truncated at an appropriate point re-
sulting in the now familiar direct, Haman, and
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~ =~„-
I
1

I
(b/2m~, )»'(~-„+ ~'„-) ~ (4. 3)

In addition, Orbach estimated the values of B„
based on the static crystal field parameters.

Scott and Jeffries wrote the same interaction as

Ktt= e Z V„=e Z b„(r")y„Q„(J) . (4. 4)
n, m n, m

We prefer this form, using irreducible spherical
tensor operators Q„(J), because forthcoming ap-
proximations are then possible and a more clear
physical picture obtains. For rare-earth para-
magnetic ions, n is restricted to 2, 4, 6, leaving
15 constants b„ to be evaluated. Scott and Jeffries
give plausible arguments for

Orbach (resonance Raman) processes. Orbachd'
wrote an interaction Hamiltonian for paramagnetic
ions in a crystal field (without hyperfine interac-
tion) as

X„=Z V „"E„„(L)= Z B„(r")y„O„"(J) e„„(L).
n&m n&m

(4. 2)
In effect Orbach chose to work with a time-inde-
pendent ion-lattice interaction as a sum of products
using the linear combination of lattice modes suited
to a given operator equivalent, 0„"(J). B„"is a
"dynamic crystal field parameter, "

X„ is the n,
P, y of Elliott and Stevens, and &„(L)appropriate
lattice operators ("strain") for a given n, m. Thus
Orbach limited himself to the first term of (4. 1)
and further set U„-(7) =Z„,„B„"(r")O„(J). Most
importantly e„„(L)is replaced by an average lat-
tice strain operator

,
" ». (- 1)"Q™(L)Q„"(J) .

2n+ 1
(4. 8)

(j&j&jml jtmtj&ma) is, as before, a Clebsch-Gor-
dan coefficient. In this approximation all b„should
be equal for a given n, and the orthogonality of the
Q„" is used to pass from a "coherent" square of the
sum to an "incoherent" sum of squares.

In the calculations presented here we shall use
the Scott-Jeffries Hamiltonian (4. 4) neglecting
the effects of lattice vibrations on the nuclear
state. While it is quite certain that this accounts
for a major part of ion-lattice interactions, we
take note here that nuclear relaxation will also oc-
cur. We point out that a more general, though .

still approximate, treatment might involve an in-
teraction Hamiltonian expressed as a sum of in-
variant products of the set Q„"(L) (n= 1, . . . , 8),
Q„"(I) (n=0, 1, 2), and Q„"(J) (n=0, 2, 4, 6). This
more general, comprehensive approach, employ-
ing irreducible-tensor-operator products, is cur-
rently being pursued in conjunction with a density-
matrix description of the ion-lattice system.

V. RELAXATION PROCESSES AT ZERO FIELD

A. Direct Process

binations of lattice strains also transform as
spherical harmonics Q„(L), and we may write
ion-lattice interactions using the theory of irre-
ducible tensors. There will be no invariant pro-
ducts unless n& = n& and our Hamiltonian reduces to

R„=Q C„(nn 0 0 In —mnm) Q„(L)Q„"(J)
n&m

(4. 5)

They further assert that contributions from differ-
ent n, m are "incoherent, " giving transition prob-
abilities depending on

We first calculate the probability for an ion to
undergo the transition from state I j) to a lower-
lying state l i) accompanied by emission of a single
phonon of the required energy for energy conserva-
tion (direct process):

~
I & b

I
«."I ~) I'

n&m

instead of

(4. 6) ~P-:-t=(2v/@ I& j NI50. li N+1) I'

&& 6 (E(j, N) —E(i, N+1)) ~ (5. 1)

1&bi & ~ v."I~)I'.
n, m

(4. V)

Consideration of group-theoretical approaches to
the ion-lattice interaction leads us to a simple
physical picture for the Scott- Jeffries method.
The paramagnetic ion is considered to be embedded
in an isotropic elastic medium in which the static
crystal field is maintained by some external
agency. A spherically symmetrical charge dis-
tribution exists about the paramagnetic ion em-
bedded in the elastic lattice. For the ion-lattice
interaction the site group is then the full rotation
group. The electronic operators which transform
as irreducible representations of the rotation group
are just the Q„",(J). The appropriate linear com-

W"'ed'= ' ' (N+1) V(
' i) (5. 2)

2 tv'@

E —EiVdtPect j t N V( )2mpv'a

In the above equations, we have

(5. 3)

v(j, i)= Z I& jl v„l i&l';

p is the density of the crystal (3. 84 g/cm for
LaC1~, ~ l. 8 g/cms for LaESQ); v is the velocity of

(5.4)

This expression is averaged over all normal modes
of the lattice. Using a Debye model for lattice vi-
brations,
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sound in the crystal (assumed to be 2x 10k cmj sec
in both cases)~'; N is the occupation number for
a phonon mode of energy (Ej —E,) given by

(e(Ej 8(-)lkr 1) (5. 5)

and V„ is defined by (4. 4).
(i I Q„"(J)I j) vanishes when Ii ) and I j) are eigen-

states of the spin Hamiltonian (2. 9). This is gen-

erally true for a state derived from an electronic
Kramers doublet, even though the ion as a whole
(electronic plus nuclear coordinates) may not be a
Kramers system. Thus, zeroth-order hyperfine
states apparently have no direct relaxation pro-
cess available to them. However, the term Xh,
=@(I ~ J) in (2. 1) admixes excited electronic states
into these hyperfine levels as follows:

j I (
—')"

m+ ) ( (—')' mz lltE I ~ J I IT M) I(- —')" mz ) ( (- -')" mz II 2) ~ J I F M))+
)).k)g )( &n

(5. 6)

& l*lJ.
I l&=(ll~,

l
l'&= -&-l' I&, l

-!&, (5. 7)

(5. 8)

Equations (5.6)-(5.8) give rise to a ~r =0, al
selection rule for a direct process between ground-
state hyperfine levels when J, is the oyerator cou-
pling ground and excited states.

We make use of the following properties of the
two sets of Kramers doublets I+ —,') and I

—,") in or-
der to calculate V(j, i) (5.4):

(5.9)

(5. 10)&~ ll q„"I+!'&= -&+l'le."I+l& .
Now consider an excited state I —,") such that

(-,"I J,l —,') 0 0. The following property of the ma-
trix elements is useful in constructing the new
ground state:

(5. ii)
QM„=O transitions are not allowed by J, admix-
tures, while LM~=+1, +2 transitions are. In
computing the transition probabilities associated
with wave functions of this form, we use the identi-
ties

(5. i2)

(5. iS)

in which 4„ is the energy difference between the
ground and excited Kramers doublets neglecting the
energy due to hyperfine splitting of these states.
There are excited electronic states mixed in by the
J, part of the perturbation and by the J, parts of the
perturbation but not by both. Clearly the magnitude
of the direct process will depend on the energies of
the excited electronic states. The favored direct-
process transitions will be different depending on
which of the operators connects the ground doublet
to the low-lying excited state.

For an excited electronic state I-,'-') such that
(-,"IZ, I-,'&22 0, we have

From (8.7) and (5. 2), we calculate T,"„.„:
Ej —E()(k Ej —E(T~„„„= 5

I
Nexp V(j, i),

27tpv h 8 )

and since

&Fy —gg 2&T
XP

(5. 14)

(5. 15)

we have

522 l

'
2 ') (2kT) T(j ))

2gpv 6
(5. 16)

8. Raman Process

The direct process is seen to be slow even at the
lowest temperatures. We now go to second order
in perturbation theory, considering two-phonon
processes for which the difference in phonon ener-
gies equals the energy separation of the levels in-
volved. The perturbation is then, in effect,

Direct-yrocess transition rates incr ease approxi-
mately linearly with temperature as in the more
usual high-field case. The relative size of transi-
tion probabilities depends on a number of factors,
hyperfine splitting between the two levels, which
excited state lies lowest, and so on. The direct
process is fastest for LaES:Er but even here the
shortest relaxation time is greater than 1 sec.
Relaxation rates and associated eigenvectors of the
scaled or reduced transition rate matrix W are
given in Table VI for LaES: Er.

As pointed out in Sec. III, the quantities of ex-
perimental interest are W and P(t), not W and X.
It turns out, however, to be so much more con-
venient and illuminating to present and work with
W and X that we use these two quantities until ex-
perimental observables are discussed in Sec. VI.
In the temperature range considered here (k T
greater than the hyperfine splitting of the ground

state), T'j displays the characteristic temperature
dependence of the direct-process relaxation rates
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(5. 17)

in which the summation runs over all intermediate
states and Eo- Et is the energy difference between
initial and intermediate states of the combined ion-
lattice system. The summation is taken over all
hyperfine levels derived from excited Kramers
doublets. For the moment, an actual ion transition
to an excited level characterized by a vanishing
denominator in (5. 1V) is excluded; a Raman relaxa-
tion process thus obtains. Following Orbach's
derivation, the Raman relaxation transition rate
between initial (I i)) and final (Ij )) states of the
ion is

Qxs! . . &kT)~
kamsa 5 8 2 10 vB(4 J) I8mpv

in which

(s. ls)

(s. 19)
It should be noted that use of the second term in the
ion-lattice interaction (4. 1) in first-order perturba-
tion theory also leads to a Raman process for
which the transition probability increases as T~,

n, m

This process is not considered here because, as
explained for the direct process, 1(iI V„"Ij) I van-
ishes in first order and has a small nonzero value
only for hyperfine admixtures of excited states. It
is thus safely neglected compared to (5. 19) when
dealing with Kramers-conjugate electronic states
and the restricted ion-lattice interaction (4. 4).

At this point it seems appropriate to contrast
zero-field Raman hyperfine relaxation for elec-
tronic Kramers doublets with Raman relaxation
for both high-field Kramers doublets and non-
Kramers electronic ions. The transition probabil-

ity for a Raman process depends on sums of the
form

g (aIXjflf) (tlat)fib)
t g ' E

in which g, t, 5 are states of the combined ion-
lattice system. In high field, relaxation between
zero-field Kramers-conjugate degenerate states
has a T temperature dependence due to a near can-
cellation (the "Van Vleck cancellation" ) of terms in
the above sum. However, at zero field in the pres-
ence of strong hyperfine interaction, we actually
have a non-Kramers situation in that relaxation oc-
curs between states which are not Kramers con-
jugates of one another. Therefore, no Van Vleck
cancellation ensues, and a, T temperature depen-
dence, characteristic of a non-Kramers system,
results.

The sum in (5. 19) runs over the states in excited
hyperfine multiplets. States in the nth hyperfine
multiplet would be of the form

I

E"M. &= &(M.) I
2"M. '&+ 5-"(-M.)

I

k"M.-+ 2),
(s. as)

I(E-1)"M, ) = 5"(M,) I ,'"M, --,')--a"(M, )
I

-.'"M, + .'),--
(s. 22)

in analogy with (a. 11). Our assumption that the
ion-lattice interaction affects only electronic states
requires a zM~ =0, + 1 selection rule for each ma-
trix element in (5.19). nM~ =a 2 transitions are
also not allowed because

(fMz I v."I

E' M + 1 &
&E' M, + 1

I
v„", If

' M + 2 )

+ &fM, l v„ I
(E-1)'M,+1)

x ((E—1)' M~ a 1
I

V„".
If '

M~ + 2 ) = 0, (5.23)

in which f and f ' represent either E or E —1. We
are, therefore, left with LM~ = 0, + 1 transitions.
Moreover, if hyperfine splitting of the excited state
is neglected in comparison with crystal fieldsplit-

TABLE VI. Relaxation rates and eigenvectors of %(direct process only) for LaES: Er at 4.2 K (see Sec. III). The
components of ~X are in the X~& notation.

Rate
k Xg(sec ') Xi44 X&43 X@42

Eigenvector components
Xa4i X&40 Xg30 X@2 Xa33

0.0
0.085
0.103
0.167
0.179
0.514
0.585
0.723
0.887

0.3007
-0.7996

0.5038
0.0775
0.0588
0.0394
0.0184

-0.0701
0.0102

0.2983
—0.1000

0.4476
0.8086

-0.0555
-0.1682
-0.0639
—0.0461

0.0960

.0.2985
0.2115

—O. 2466
0.0316

—0.2296
-0.1852

0.5275
0.5671
0.3428

0.2987
0.1701

—0.0562
—O. 0212

0.0704
0.6102

—0.4543
0.0821
0.5364

0.4225
—0.1534

0.4655
—0.5139
—0.0339
-0.1859

0.2123
—0.3853

0.2965

0.4317
0.3868

—0.3791
0.0233

—0.5403
—0.1767
—0.2345
-0.3899
—0.2806

0.3050
0.0372
0.1785
0.0246
0.0038
0.6386
0.4329
0.0274

—0.5265

0.3043
0.1439
0.2430

—0.2674
—0.0169
—0.2029
—O. 4703

0.5997
—0.3659

0.3029
0.2858

-0.1750
0.0439
0.8553

-0.2208
0.0473

-0.0615
-0.0875
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ting between ground and excited states in deter-
mining a, , the coefficients in (5. 2) combine in
such a way as to not appear explicitly in V„(i,j )

This fact is summarized below as follows:

V, (FM„F—1M„)= 2(M, )b'(M,, )b,

V„(FMz, FMz —1)= a (Mz) b (Mz —1)o,

V' (F —1M, F —1 M + 1)=a (M )b (M +1)o, (5. 24)

V (F M~, F —1M~+I)= b'(M~)b'(M~+1)o,

Vz(FM+, F —1M+ —l)=a (MI, )a (MF —1)o,

in which

5= 2 2 —(&-,'Iv„.l-l'&&--."Iv I-.'&
n, m t

n', m'

+ &-,'I v."I-."& &-.
"

I
v, I-.'&

TABLE VII. Values of g and 0. for the Raman process
t.see Eqs. (5.25) and (5.26)].

g(104 cm 2)

~(104 cm-')

LaC13. '4 Nd LaES: ' Nd

7.28
3.02

2.26
1.35

LaCl ~ 16'Er

1.51
1.00

LaES ~ 167Er

3.15
1.88

excited state involved. According to Heitler, "the
linewidth of a level t is proportional to the sum of
transition probabilities from t to all lower levels.
In what follows, linewidths of states in the lowest
hyperfine multiplet are ignored, while linewidths
of states in the first excited hyperfine multiplet
are assumed to be determined solely by (direct-
process) decay rates to states in the lowest hyper-
fine split multiplet. Then the linewidth l, of a
given excited state t is found to be (in cm ~)

2-&--'lv"I-"&&-"fv™
f

-)) (5. 25)

p~

+
I
(F—1M

I
v„"I t &I ) (K+I), (5. 27)

n', m'
2

+&llv. I-l'&&-
I v. I-l&) . (5. 25)

The values of g and o are listed in Table VII.
Baman relaxation, as we have represented it by

(5. 19), is greatest in the I aES: Er system and
least in the LaC13: Er system. Much of this differ-
ence in rates between a LaC13 system and a LaES
system stems from a difference in densities.

neglecting hyperfine splitting energy in comparison
to crystal fieM splitting energy in evaluation of 4t.
It turns out that the lowest-excited-state electronic
wave functions for Era' in both LaC13 and LaES
satisfy (-,"IZ, I

—p) = 0 (see Table II) so that hy-
perfine wave functions for the first excited elec-
tronic level are simply direct products of electron-
ic and nuclear wave functions I m~ m, ) degenerate
with I

—m~ —m, ). Therefore, within the approxi-
mation described, all hyperfine states in an excited
multiplet have the same linewidth. For LaCle: Er
we have

C. Orbach Process ~ I(fl V:If&l'=2. 904x10 cm',
n, m

t

(5. 28)

We now consider the possibility of an ion absorb-
ing a phonon of energy 6t followed by transition to
one of the ground hyperfine states via emission of
an appropriate phonon. This "resonance Baman"
process is usually referred to in the literature as
the Orbach process, and corresponds to the de-
nominator Zo —E, vanishing in the effective Hamil-
tonian (5. 17). In order for this type of a process
to occur, there must be real phonons of energy
equal to or greater than the ion energy difference
Lt; that is, hw~@. Only for LaC13'. Er and
LaES:Er, of the systems we consider, are there
low-lying excited electronic Kramers doublets
|s—,'") with energy less than the Debye energy of
the crystal. (8D= 149.5 K for LaCI~, '~

O~ =60 K
for LaES.Q) In what follows we consider only the
lowest-lying excited electronic Kramers doublet. '~

To calculate Grbach relaxation rates we must, as
demonstrated by Orbach, ' find the linewidth of the

while for LaES:Er we have

~
I (ff V"

I
f &I

~=4 754xlo' cm 2

n, fn

(5. 29)

Equation (5. 27) gives the energy width of the states;
the frequency width is obtained from

av= r, /b,
and substitution of appropriate values leads to

nv(LaCls: Er) =2.447x10 Hz,

av(LaES: Er) = 13.36 x 109 Hz .
The linewidths thus calculated seem large (of the

order of the hyperfine splitting of the excited-state
multiplet), although experimental linewidths are
not available. It seems probable that (5. 27) would
be subject to considerable inaccuracy in the factor
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~40&- ~so&, ~4~1&- ~s+1&,

Zti (elf kF 1)-1
2mpv'8 h

I (iI V„ I t ) (t I V„,
'

I j ) I

t, a, te ~t
n, n

VI. GENERAL DISCUSSION.AND RELATIVE STRENGTH
OF RELAXATION MECHANISMS

Temperature dependences of the transitionprob-
abilities for zero-field paramagnetic relaxation
are approximately (in the low-temperature range)

&d~r. c» 'R~m
- b, /kT

&Orbach

At 1 K, direct-process transition probabilities are
an order of magnitude smaller than those for Ba-
man processes; at higher temperatures the direct
process plays a negligible part in relaxation. In
the 2-3-K range the Grbach process becomes
competitive with the Raman process. To calculate
the actual relaxation behavior of our systems, we
have assumed

(%j)totat = (+tz)dtcect + (+t j)Ramaa+ (lVt j)oebach t

(6.1)
in which direct processes make a negligible con-
tribution. Diagonalizing the corresponding W gives
relaxation rates A.„and associated eigenvectors.
To illustrate these results, we present in Table
VIII relaxation rates and eigenvectors for the sys-
tems studied at 4. 2 K. The following features of
these data are noteworthy. The fastest relaxation
times correspond approximately to relaxation oc-
curring between a single pair of levels or a simple
combination of levels. In LaC13.' Nd

~40&- ~so&, ~4+1&- ~s~l &,

~4~s) ~d ~4*2&- ~s+s), ~4+4&- ~s~s&

as the density of phonon states is not likely to re-
semble a Debye model near the edge of the Brillouin
zone.

Using this linewidth in the denominator of V,«
(5. 17) and proceeding with the usual Raman-type
evaluation, the transformed symmetric relaxation-
rate matrix for individual states i and j is given by

General characteristics of the decays can be un-
derstood by examining the hyperfine wave functions
and remembering the underlying assumption that
ion-lattice interaction affects electronic states
only. Also, in the Er systems, Grbach and Baman
processes, considered singly, favor the same de-
cay pathways.

It is not strictly possible to break up relaxation
rates in Er systems into Raman and Qrbach com-
ponents, because eigenvectors of WR, ~ and

Vf ~b„„are not identical. They are, however,
quite similar and therefore, we present in Fig. 2
the fastest relaxation rate for Raman, Grbach, and

combined % over the temperature range 2-10 K.
Other relaxation rates behave similarly.

Consider now possible experimental studies of
relRXRtlon in these systexQS. The pal RmRgnetic
ions absorb microwave radiation with the selection
rule b,M =0, + 1. Gne method of studying the
relaxation would be to saturate the transition be-
tween two hyperfine levels, followed 'by R sharp
attenuation of incident power. Return of the sys-
tem to equlllbl luQl is followed by observing re-
establishment of the signal intensity at what is
called "monitoring power levels" (-10 '-10 ' W).

For a system in its equilibrium state, level pop-
ulations are given by

P t = (const) gt e (6. s)

Now suppose the transition between 1evels i and j
is saturated so quickly that no other levels have

their populations changed. The level-population
vector P after such a pulse would be P" {for sho~t
pulse) with

P] g$ (6.4a)

(6.4b)

The constant is selected to fit the number of ions
in the crystal. For all our calculations we have
normalized such that

(6.s)

transitions occur approximately independently of
other levels. In LaES:Nd

P a' = P a' (h 4 i or j) . (6 4c)

i40&- iso&,

I4~4&- Is~s)
transitions evolve as approximately independent
couples. In both Er systems the same is true of
transitions

lt can be easily verified that (6.4) satisfies con-
vention (6.S) as to the number of p»ticie»n the
crystal.

Another experimental situation which is easily
treated is that of a saturating pulse applied to the

i, j transition sufficiently long that R steady state
of the system is reached, while lattice temperature
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is maintained. A steady-state level-population
vector P" (long pulse) for the system is then
characterized by

P", = (const)g, ,

P&' = (const)g&,

(6.6b)

(6. Sc)

dPP=- --=0 (ail f).

dI'I, '--=m
Wp& P) = 0 (0 & f or j) (6. 6a)

levels saturated obey equations

For levels other than those saturated directly with
microwave radiation, we assume relaxation equa-
tions still apply,

in which the constant is chosen to satisfy (6. 3).
Equations (6. 6) form a set of simultaneous linear
equations which may be solved for the components
of P".

The state of the system after the saturating
power has been turned off is taken as the initial
state P""= P (0). Using the methods of Sec. III
[especially (3. 14) and (3. 15)], we can write

P(0)=P'"'= U'Q, C, X, ,

TABLE VIII. Relaxation rates and eigenvectors of W(Raman and Orbach processes) for (a) LaC13. ~+Md, (b) LaES: '

(c) LaCle. ' Er, and (d) LaES: ' Er at 4.2 K {see Sec. III). The components of Xz are in the Xzzz notation.

Rate
p,&(sec ~) Xa43

Eigenvector components

Xg42 X~4) Xy4(j X@p

{a) LaC13 .. 3Nd (Raman process)

Xp3i

0
28

115
341
627
643
707
893

1068

0.3490
-0.5924
-O. 2162

0.0433
O. 3864

-0.5700
-0.0664
-0.0002

0.0000

0.3501
-0.0177

0.5945
-0.3205
—0.3604
—0.2031
—O. 499V
-0.0134

0.0000

0.3511 Q. 3518
0.2131 0.3011
0.0843 G. 2814
0.6241 -O. 0367
0.3416 -0.3306
0.2894 —0.2505

—6.4190 0.2830
—0.2422 —O. 6729

0.0000 0.0029

0.2497 0.2512
0.2302 0.2315

—0.2847 -0.2806
-0.4232 -0.4268

0.2329 0.2368
0.1636 0.1660

—0.1388 —0.1411
0.1390 0.1439

—0.7105 0.7038

O. 3565
0.278V

-0.1596
Q. 3691

-0.3412
—0.2310

0.1356
0.6678

-0.0008

O. 3573
0.0598
0.5462

—0.0841
0.3552
0.1081
0.6505
0.0486
0.0000

0.3582-G. 0570
-0.1631

0.0063-0.3770
0.6070
0.0983
0.0007
0.0000

(b) LaES: Nd (Raman process)

0
72

275
731

1273
1300
1393
1582
17Q4

0.3495
-0.5877
-0.2423

0.0543
0.3943

—0.5574
—6.0684
-0.0603

0.0000

0.3503
—0.0442

0.5797-Q. 3489
-0.3600
—0.2146
—0.4919
—0.0164

0.0000

0.3510
0.2047
0.1269
0.6136
D. 3357
G. 2981

-0.4216
-0.2521

0.GOGO

G. 3515
6.3115-Q. 2720

-0.0270
-O. 3213
—Q. 2549

O. 2894
-0.672V

O. 0170

0.248
0.241

—0.2912
—0.4068

0.2239
0.1637

—0.1386
0.1290

—0.7189

0.2521
0.2449

-0.2959
-0.4165

0.2363
0.1734

-0.1493
0.1562
0.6948

0.3567
0.2848

-O. 1385
O. 3850

—0.3402
—O. 2348

0.1212
0.6623

—6.0066

O. 3572
0.0453
0.5402

—0.1044
0.3578
O. 0143
O. 6517
0.0633
0.0000

0.3579
-0.5589
—Q. 1784

0.0098-G. 3864
0.6057
0.1073
0.0012
0.0000

{c) LaC13 .. ~67Er (Raman and Orbach processes)

0
45

153
265
316
372
381
384
384

0.3539
O. 5087

-0.4945
-0.4652
-0.3416
-0.1954
-0.0133

0.0061
0.0000

0.3507
0.3866

-0.0930
0.2349
0.3325
0.7248
0.1667

—0.0044
0.0000

0.3503
0.0184
0.4886
0.0530

-0.3362
—0.1400

0.6937
-0.1470

0.0035

G. 3501
—6.3397

0.0083
-0.3588

0.3387
—0.0664
—0.1306
-0.7030-0.0850

0.2475
—0.3438-Q. 3428

0.3458
—Q. 2401

0.0167
0.0067
0.0791

—0.7206

0.2527
—0.3521
-0.3548

0.3699
6.2702
0.0340

-0.0456
—0.1010

0.6804

0.3572
-0.3637
-0.0403
—0.3293

0.3800
-0.0907

0.1874
0.6571
6.1026

0.3567
—0.0332

0.496V
—0.1094

0.3733
0.2570

—0.6097
0.1893

—0.0050

0.3558
0.3169
0.1272
0.4690
0.3615

-0.5841
-0.2546

0.0079
0.0001

(d) LaES: 'Er (Raman and Orbach processes)

0
25V

871
1533
1835
2300
2408
2442
2450

6.3528
0.5126

—0.4924
-0.4582
—0.3427
-0.2068
-O.0119

0.0001
G. 0000

0.3506
0.3937

-0.1010
0.2358
0.3368
0.7254
0.1305

—O. 0030
0.0000

6.3563
6.0197
0.4887
0.0467

—0.3413
-0.0957

0.7052
-O. 1137

0.0067

G. 3505
—D. 3372

O. 6043
-0.3607

G. 3441
—0.0141
—O. 0935-Q. 7091
-0.0564

O. 2479
—0.3410
—0.3419

O. 3516
—O. 2440

G. 6187
—0.0678

0.0437
—0.7213

0.2533
—O. 3493
-0.3535

0.3718
-0.2658

6.0266
-0.0342
-0.0796

0.6868

0.3579
-0.3636
—0.0492
—0.3277

0.3741
-0.0767

G. 1671
0.6718
0.0691

G. 3570
—0.6401

0.4924
—0.1158
—0.3683

0.2407
—0.6299

G. 1570
—0.0010

0.3554
0.3098
O. 1477
0.4689
0.3584-0.5973

—0.2253
0.0062
0.0000
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io' P(t) =U QrCre""t'Xr, (6. 8)

io'

„lo~
CO

C
O

~~
a
~ IO
IP
K

= Q, C', (ij)e "~', (6. 10)

which gives us the level populations I'& as a func-
tion of time.

In a pulse-saturation experiment the recovered
signal intensity will be proportional to

(6. 9)

Upon inspection of (6. 8) we see that this can be
written as a sum of exponentials

I
O. l

)06

)O5

0.2 0.5
tie (K-')

0.4 0.5

in which X,&
is the ith component of the 3th eigen-

vector of W. The coefficients C', (ij) must sum to
zero since at t= 0 the left-hand side of (6. 10) is
zero by assumption. At long times the right-band
side of (6. 10) approaches C,(ij) the equilibrium
population difference given by the appropriate
Boltzmann factors.

In Tables HC and X we present calculated results
(6. 10) for long and short saturating pulses applied
to several hyperfine transitions in the Lacls .. Nd'

system at 4. 3 K. Both b, z" = 1 transitions (which
occur in the microwave region, v & 1 6Hz) and
a Il = 0 transitions (which occur at lower frequencies,
v & 10 MHz) are included. We have plotted the quan-
tity (6. 9) in Fig. 3 as a function of time for the
recovery from both long and short saturating
pulses. In Figs. 4 and 5 we have plotted

(6. 11)

)p4
I

I

jpR

IIP 0.2 p.5
In (K ')

0.4 0.5

which is the logarithm of the deviation of the sig-
nal intensity from the thermal equilibrium value„
On such a plot a single-exponential decay appears
as a straight line and multiexponential behavior
is quite obvious. This plot is modeled after Fig.
4 of Ref. 9.

Examining the results, it is clear that the
140}-130) transition has some unique properties.
For one, identical states result for long and

short saturating pulses applied to the 14 0)- 13 0)
transition. This can be understood by observing
that, except for direct processes which have been
neglected, probability of transitions between 14 0)
and any other level is the same as that for 13 0)
and any other level. This is a direct consequence
of the character of the wave function. Specifically,

FIG. 2. Contribg tions of the Raman and Orbach processes
to the fastest relaxation rate (&9 of TaMe VIII, correspond-
ing to approximately a 13 0) —14 0) transition) in (a)
LaC13 ..Er and (b) LaES:Er. Other relaxation rates be-
have sixnilarly. In addition, return to equilibrium occurs as almost
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TABLE IX. Initial population vector P'p resulting from (a) short and (b) long saturating pulses in LaC13. Nd at 4.2 K
[see Eq. (6.4)].

QP components ) 3 0) —
) 40)

Transition saturated
13 + 1)—14 s 1) 13 + 3) —14 + 4) 130)—14 + 1) 14 s3) —14+4) 13 s 2) —13+ 1)

PSP
44

PSP
43

P42

~47

&4%

~sf

~sf

1sl

Plp

&8

P4l

P1P

&N

Ply

pigs

0.12183

0.12257

0.12325

0.12379

0.06272

0.06272

0.12711

0.12766

0.12836

0.12183

0.12257

0.12325

0.12379

0.06272

0.06272

0.12711

0.12766

0.12836

0.12183

0.12257

0.12325

0.12545

0.06236

0.06308

0.12545

0.12572

0.12836

0.12139

0.12212

0.12280

0.12589

0.06304

0.06377

0.12589

0.12720

0.12789

(a) Short pulse
0.12510

0.12257

0.12232

0.12379

0.06236

0.06308

0.12711

0.12766

0.12510

(b) Long pulse

0.12680

0.12203

0.12268

0.12322

0.06208

0.06279

0.12653

0.12707

0.12680

0.12183

0.12257

0.12325

0.12410

0.06205

0.06308

0.12711

0.12766

0.12836

0.12201

0.12274

0.12342

0.12422

0.06192

0.06217

0.12721

0.12784

0.12854

0.12220

0.12220

0.12325

0.12379

0.06236

0.06308

0.12710

0.12766

0.12836

0.12239

0.12239

0.12308

0.12362

0.06228

0.06299

0.12694

0.12749

0.12883

0.12183

0.12257

0.12325

0.12379

0.06236

0.06308

0.12738

0.12738

0.12836

0.12161

0.12235

0.12335

0.12404

0.06249

0.06321

0.12740

0.12740

0.12814

'TABLE X. Relaxation rates and coefficients in the expansion of the population difference between the saturated levels
as a sum of exponential decays for the (a), short- and (b) long-pulse initial states (Table IX) [see Eq. (6.10)j.

;=&,el.~.::a'.ion rate
ix) (sec

0
28

115
341
627
643
707
893

1068

3.685
-0.617
—l. 206
-0.244
—1.026
-0.247
-0.346

0.000
0.000

7.159
G. 000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

—7.159

(b) Long pulse

Transition saturated
130) —140) 13 + 1)—14 + 1) 13 +3) —14 + 4) 13 0)-14 + 1) 14 + 3) —14 + 4) 13 + 2) —13 + 1)

C f (30, 40) x 10 C ) (31,41) x 10 C ('(33, 44) x 10 C f (30,41) x 10 C j' (43, 44) x 10 C f (32, 31) x 10

(a) Short pulse
32.634 2. 762
-0.005 —0.062
-0.045 —0.687
-0.022 -0.285
—9.512 -0.671

—22. 606 —0.158
-0.442 -0.367

0.000 —0.530
0.000 0.000

28

627

7.159
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

—7.159

16.595
-0.108
-0.798
-3.000

0.000
—0.004
-0.192

—12.491
0.000

32.643
-0.102
-0.250
-0.041
—9.600

—22. 243
—0.395

0.000
0.000

11.835
-0.068
—G. 369
—2. 608
—1.948
—1.012
—0.910
—2. 375
—2. 547

3.685
-2.255
-1.093
—0.076
-0.170
-0.040
-0.051

0.000
0.000

2. 762
—0.560
—1.423
—0.199
—0.256
—0.058
—0.124
—0.141

0.000
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a pure single-exponential decay. We
er ransitions are saturated relax t'

e and 13 0) transition figures little
xn eir return to equilibrium. These re

'
g n the unique character of the 140) and

130) wave functions, should be te rue regardless of
e phenomenological "dynamic crystal field a-

We see also that saturating the !4 1—
or + ) —13+3) transition by a short pulse re-
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I 4 );
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l 4+4; d(b) -0

sca e. Recovery from the long pulse, in which the o ulat'pop
~s

' ference is particularly significant in tI&e = 0 transitions.
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2.5-.

V
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4P
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U

~2.0
O

a
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E0~ I.O
0
a
ILIu

0 lo
TIME (milliseconds)

I5 20

FIG. 4. Semilog plot of the deviation from the equilibrium population difference 1'Eq. (6.11)]for some ~=1 transi-
tions in LaC13. ' Nd. Such a plot specifically emphasizes the multiexponential nature of the relaxation as a purely ex-
ponential return to equilibrium appears as a straight line. The results of both short-pulse (sp) and long-pulse (lp) ex-
periments are shown by: dotted line, I3 + 3) —I4 + 4); solid line, I 3+1)—

I 4+1); dashed line, I 3 0) —
I 4+1); dot-

dashed lines, l3 0) —I4 0).

suits in a nearly single-exponential return to equi-
librium (see Figs. 4 and 5 and Table IX). A long
saturating pulse, however, disturbs populations

in other levels, resulting in a slower, multiexpo-
nential return to equilibrium. Note also that a long
saturating pulse increases the population of the

OP
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~~
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Q

~~
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U
Ol

1.0
FIG. 5. Semilog plot of the deviation

from the equilibrium population difference
gq. (6. l&)] for two ~=0 transitions in
LaC13. Nd. Such a plot specifically
emphasizes the multiexponential nature
of the relaxation rates: solid line,
l4 + 3) —14 + 4); dashed line, I3 + 3)
—13 + 3).

'0

O
0

I I I

5 10
TIME (miiii seconds)

15
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levels saturated at the expense of other levels.
Saturating the l4+ I) —130) transition results in

a return to equilibrium in which at least five dif-
ferent relaxation pathways are signif icant. After
saturation of the l4+4) —l3+3) or 13+1)—13+2)
transitions, as is typical of 4I'=0 transitions, a
complex return to equilibrium also occurs. In
contrast to the hI' = 1 transitions both slow and
fast relaxation rates are significant.

In summary, we have presented an overview of
spin-lattice relaxation for some rare-earth hyper-
fine levels at zero external magnetic field, based
on the conventional theory of spin-lattice relaxation
in rare-earth-doped diamagnetic crystals. Relax-
ation in such a many-level system is conveniently
treated by matrix methods previously described
(Sec. III). We found, for a Kramers electronic
doublet coupled to half-odd-integral nuclear states

via hyperfine and quadrupole interactions, an in-
significant direct process increasing linearly with
T, a Raman process increasing as T', and an Or-
bach process with characteristic e behavior.
The passage to equilibrium from an arbitrary ini-
tial state can be written as a sum of L —1 expo-
nentials, where L is the number of energy levels.
For specially prepared initial states, return to
equilibrium may be well characterized by either a
single or a few exponentials depending on the
method of preparation and the levels involved.

We are currently engaged in a more sophisticated
theoretical approach to improve both the statistical
mechanics (master etluation for time evolution of
the system density matrix) and the ion-lattice in-
teraction Hamiltonian. Experiments are in prog-
ress to determine the accuracy and functional
validity of the predictions described herein.
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